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Observables in muon capture on23Na and the effective weak couplingsg̃a and g̃p
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We report measurements of capture rates and hyperfine dependences in muon capture on23Na to various
states in Ne and F isotopes. We also report comparisons of the capture rates and hyperfine dependences for six
23Na→ 23Ne transitions with the 1s-0d shell model with the empirical effective interaction of Brown and
Wildenthal and the realistic effective interaction of Kuo and Brown. Fits to the data with the Brown and
Wildenthal interaction yield an effective couplingg̃a 5 21.01 6 0.07 and an effective coupling ratio
g̃p/g̃a 5 6.5 6 2.4. The value ofg̃a is consistent with values ofg̃a extracted fromb1/b2 decay and
(p,n)/(n,p) charge exchange data, and the value ofg̃p/g̃a is consistent with the predictions of PCAC and
pion-pole dominance. We evaluate the nuclear model dependence of these values ofg̃a andg̃p/g̃a and examine
the role of the Gamow-Teller and other matrix elements in the23Na → 23Ne transitions.
@S0556-2813~96!05911-0#

PACS number~s!: 23.40.Bw, 11.40.Ha, 23.40.Hc, 27.30.1t
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the absence of second class currents the nucle
weak axial current has the general form

Jm5
6 5@FA~q2!g5gm2 iF P~q2!g5qm#t6, ~1!

where qm is the four-momentum transfer andFA~q2) and
FP~q2) are the axial and induced pseudoscalar form facto
The corresponding axial and induced pseudoscalar coup
constants are defined in terms of their form factors
ga5FA~0! and gp5mmFP(10.9mm

2 ) respectively. The dy-
namics of the nucleon’s weak axial current~how the nucle-
on’s weak interaction is dressed by the nucleon’s strong
teraction! are encoded in the form factorsFA(q

2) and
FP(q

2) and the coupling constantsga andgp .
Two basic assumptions, partial conservation of the ax

current ~PCAC! @1,2# and the pion-pole dominance of th
induced pseudoscalar form factor, render a simple relat
ship between the form factorsFA(q

2) andFP(q
2) @3#

FP~q2!5
2mmMFA~0!

mp
21q2

, ~2!

and the predictiongp /ga56.7 (mm , mp , andM are the
muon, pion, and nucleon masses!. PCAC is grounded in the
SU~2! L3SU~2!R chiral symmetry of QCD and the relation
ship of the pion to its spontaneous and explicit symme
breaking. Pion-pole dominance ofFP(q

2) is grounded in the
assumption that one-pion exchange dominates heavy m
and multimeson exchange between the hadronic and lept
currents in semileptonic weak processes. The world aver
value of gp/ga extracted from measurements of ordina
muon capture on hydrogen isgp/ga 5 6.9 6 1.5 @4#, con-
sistent with Eq.~2! and the assumptions of PCAC and pio
pole dominance.
54556-2813/96/54~5!/2714~18!/$10.00
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The nonconservation of the nucleon’s weak axial curre
permits the renormalization ofga andgp in nuclear matter.
In the impulse approximation the nuclear weak current is t
sum of A one-body nucleon weak currents, the effects
two- through many-body currents being incorporated by r
placing the free nucleon couplingsga andgp with effective
nucleon couplingsg̃a and g̃p . A number of authors have
explored the renormalizationg̃a andg̃p due to various effects
from meson exchange currents andD excitations@5–7# to
the partial restoration of chiral symmetry@8#. Long ago Eric-
son and co-workers@5,6# investigatedp-wave pion exchange
currents and predicted quenching factors of 0.70 and 0.33
g̃a and g̃p in infinite nuclear matter. In finite nuclear matte
they anticipated an increasing quenching with increasi
mass towards the limiting values of infinite nuclear matte
Recently Delorme and Ericson@7# augmented thep-wave
pion exchange currents withs-wave pion exchange currents
and obtained quenching factors of 0.70 and 0.60 forg̃a and
g̃p in infinite nuclear matter. In either case the effective wea
couplings g̃a and g̃p are interesting and complementary
probes of non-nucleonic effects in nuclei.

The established probe ofg̃p is nuclear muon capture. The
role of the induced pseudoscalar coupling in weak proces
is governed byq/M and is therefore negligible inb decay
~where q/M; 0.001! but significant inm capture~where
q/M; 0.1!. Existing studies ofg̃p include measurements of
observables in inclusive and exclusivem2 capture as well as
ordinary and radiativem2 capture. The challenge is to mea
sure observables inm2 capture with as large ag̃p depen-
dence and as small a nuclear-model dependence as poss
The current status of the experimental determinations ofg̃p
is rather intriguing.

The most celebrated determination ofg̃p concerns the
12C~01, 0!(m2,n) 12B~11,0! transition. Utilizing novel tech-
niques, groups at PSI@9,10# and KEK@11,12# have measured
2714 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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54 2715OBSERVABLES IN MUON CAPTURE ON23Na AND THE . . .
both the longitudinal and average polarizations (Pl and
Pav) of the

12B recoil. Compared to muon capture rates,Pl
andPav offer a greater sensitivity tog̃p and a lesser sensitiv-
ity to nuclear model uncertainties since they are governed
the relative, not absolute, capture rates to the12B magnetic
substates. The most recent extraction ofg̃p from thePl and
Pav data using the 0p shell model, Cohen-Kurath effective
interaction, and Woods-Saxon wave functions yieldsg̃p/g̃a
5 8.5 6 1.9 or 9.76 1.7, consistent with Eq.~2! and the
assumptions of PCAC and pion-pole dominance~the differ-
ent values correspond to different measurements of mu
capture rates to12B excited states!. This conclusion is
strengthened by the agreement of the measured and ca
lated 12C~01, 0! ↔ 12B~11,0! m2 capture rate and
b1-decay rate.

While ordinary muon capture~OMC! is a spacelike pro-
cess withq2;1mm

2 in the domain of high-energy photons
radiative muon capture~RMC! is mainly a timelike process
with q2;2mm

2 . Consequently, RMC is closer than OMC t
the pion pole andg̃p plays a much larger role in the radiative
process than the ordinary process. This led to proposals
extract g̃p from the ratio of inclusive RMC to inclusive
OMC. The ratioR promised a high sensitivity tog̃p and a
lower sensitivity to nuclear model uncertainties than eith
the inclusive RMC or OMC rates. Recently, experiment
work at PSI@14,15# and TRIUMF@16,17# have accumulated
a large body of data for inclusive radiative muon captu
rates on nuclei from12C to 209Bi that indicateR decreases
systematically asA increases. A variety of nuclear model
~phenomenological@18,19#, Fermi-gas@20,21#, shell model
@22–24#, and RPA sum rules@25#! have been used to extrac
g̃p from the RMC/OMC data and, at face value, sugges
progressive and substantial quenching ofg̃p from light to
heavy nuclei~as predicted by Ref.@6#!. However, the nuclear
model uncertainties in the extraction ofg̃p from R, epito-
mized byg̃p/g̃a values of 7.36 0.9 @19# and 13.621.9

11.6 @22#
obtained with two different models using the same16O data,
make claims of a progressive and substantial quenching
g̃p controversial. Whetherg̃p is or is not renormalized in
nuclei is the subject of lively debate.

In this paper we report measurements of capture rates
hyperfine dependences in muon capture on23Na to various
states in Ne and F isotopes. The main goal was an extrac
of the effective couplingsg̃a and g̃p/g̃a from the capture
rates and hyperfine dependences of the six obser
23Na(m2,n) 23Ne* transitions, including an evaluation o
the nuclear model dependence of the effective coupling c
stants. The paper is organized as follows. Section II is
overview of the hyperfine effect in nuclear muon captur
Sec. III describes the experimental setup, Secs. IV and
describe the analysis and results of the experiment, and S
VI deals with the extraction ofg̃a andg̃p/g̃a from the capture
rate and hyperfine dependence data and their nuclear m
dependence. We have previously published values ofg̃p/g̃a
extracted from the hyperfine dependences of two of the
transitions, 23Na~3/21, 0!(m2,n) 23Ne~1/21, 1017! and
23Na~3/21, 0!(m2,n) 23Ne~3/21, 1823!, in Ref. @26#.

II. HYPERFINE EFFECT IN NUCLEAR MUON CAPTURE

For nonzero spin (JiÞ0) nuclei the 1S state of the
muonic atom is split into two hyperfine~HF! states
by
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F15Ji11/2 andF25Ji21/2; in nuclei with positive mag-
netic moments theF2 state is the true ground state and in
nuclei with negative magnetic moments theF1 state is the
true ground state. The capture rates from theF2 and F1

states, denotedL2 andL1, are in general different and it
has long been recognized that the hyperfine depende
L1/L2 can be rather sensitive tog̃p/g̃a and rather insensi-
tive to nuclear model uncertainties~see for example the re-
view of Mukhopadhyay@27#!.

The physics of theg̃p/g̃a sensitivity and nuclear model
insensitivity ofL1/L2 is nicely demonstrated in the Fujii-
Primakoff approximation@28# where only the Fermi~F! and
Gamow-Teller~GT! nuclear matrix elements are employed
For the example of a 3/21 → 1/21 (Ji→Jf) transition the
Fujii-Primakoff approximation forL2/L1 yields ~see for
example Ref.@27#!

L1/L25
Gp
2

8~ 1
3 Gp2Ga!

21 1
9 Gp

2
, ~3!

whereGA andGP are the so-called Fujii-Primakoff effective
coupling constants

Ga52@ga1~q/2M !~gv1gm!#, ~4!

Gp52~q/2M !~gp2ga1gv1gm!,

andgv andgm are the vector and weak magnetic couplin
constants of the weak vector current. Equation~3! is strongly
dependent ong̃p/g̃a and, due to the cancellation of the GT
matrix element in theL2/L1 ratio, is independent of the
nuclear model.

Of course, although the Fujii-Primakoff approximation is
a useful guide, a full calculation employing matrix element
beyond the Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements is ne
essary to extractg̃p/g̃a from L1/L2. In the literature there
are a number of calculations ofL1/L2 for exclusive OMC
including the groundbreaking work of Walecka for7Li @29#
and Berne´beu for 11B @30# and the more recent studies o
Koshigiri, Ohtsubo, and Morita@31,32# for 11B and 13C and
Kuz’min et al. @33# for 9Be, 10B, and 11B. Generally the full
calculations show thatL2/L1 retains a relatively strong de-
pendence ong̃p/g̃a and a relatively weak dependence on th
nuclear model. However, when the GT matrix element
small the arguments for strongg̃p/g̃a sensitivity and weak
nuclear model sensitivity collapse.

The 1S state of them atom is formed with theF1 and
F2 hyperfine states statistically populated@34#, i.e.,
f15(Ji11)/(2Ji11) andf25Ji /(2Ji11). However, dur-
ing them atom’s lifetime,M1 Auger transitions cause the
upper HF state to deexcite to the lower HF state. The rate
hyperfine transitionsLh is governed by the overlap of the
muon and nuclear wave functions and the relative size of t
hyperfine splitting and electronic binding energies. Th
former leads to a systematic increase inLh with Z while the
latter leads to sudden decreases inLh when the increasing
hyperfine splitting with increasing atomic number haltsK
shell emission atZ;6, L shell emission atZ;18, etc. Mea-
surements ofLh have been performed for muonic atoms o
0p-shell @35–37# and 1s-0d shell nuclei@39,38,40,41#, and
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for several atoms, for example muonic11B and 19F, the hy-
perfine transition rateLh is of the order of the muon disap
pearance rateLD .

A method of measuring the hyperfine dependence ofm2

capture, exploiting the hyperfine transitions from the up
to lower HF states and consequently am2 capture time de-
pendence that is a function ofL1/L2, was pioneered for
inclusive OMC by Winston and Telegdi@38,39# and exclu-
sive OMC by Deutschet al. @35#. In the work of Winston
et al. the hyperfine dependence of inclusivem2 capture on
19F was obtained from the neutron time spectra and the
sult,L1/L2 5 0.36 0.1, established theV-A character of
m2 capture. In the work of Deutschet al. the hyperfine de-
pendence of the11B~3/22,0! → 11Be~1/22,320! transition
was obtained from the 320 keVg-ray time spectra and th
result,L1/L2 , 0.17, yielded an upper limit on the pse
doscalar couplingg̃p , 12.

A major part of this work is a study of the hyperfin
dependence of exclusivem2 capture on23Na. Like the cases
of muonic 11B and 19F, the hyperfine transition rate i
23Na is conducive to hyperfine dependence measurem
@26,41#. Further, muon capture on23Na offers a number of
Gamow-Teller transitions that, in conjunction with th
highly successful 1s-0d shell model and USD empirical in
teraction, make a promising case for the extraction
g̃a/g̃p from the measurement ofL1/L2.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Beam, target, and detector setup

The experiment was performed on theM9B decay-muon
beamline at the TRIUMF cyclotron. Figure 1 is a schema
view of the experimental arrangement.

After collimation, them2 beam yielded a stop rate of 1.
3105/sec in a 5 cm3 5 cm beam spot and a 5% (s)

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup showing
m2 beam and collimation, the beam scintillators~S1, S2, and S3!,
the 23Na target, the Ge detectors~Ge1 and Ge2! and their Compton
suppressors~CS1 and CS2!.
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momentum bite with electron and pion contamination
;20% and,0.2%, respectively. The collimator was con
structed of Pb bricks lined with CH2 sheet; the lining pre-
venting the production of high-energy muonic x rays b
stopping muons in CH2 not Pb. The

23Na target was a 5.0
cm diameter and 0.5 cm thick disk of pure metallic sodiu
packed in a thin-walled polyethylene container under a2
atmosphere. The target was angled at 45° to the beam
detector axes in order to maximize muon stops and minim
g absorption.

Three plastic scintillators, S1 mounted on the downstre
face of the collimator, S2 and S3 mounted on the upstre
and downstream faces of the target respectively, define
muon stop via the logic S1•S2•S3. Their energy thresholds
were set above minimally–ionizing particles in order to d
tinguish muons from electrons.

Two high-purity n-type Ge detectors, Ge1 and Ge
viewed the target at 90° to the beam axis. Ge1 was a 3
efficiency detector with in-beam time and energy resolutio
~FWHM! of 7.5 ns and 2.7 keV at 1.33 MeV. Ge2 was
40% detector with in-beam time and energy resolutio
~FWHM! of 12.5 ns and 2.8 keV at 1.33 MeV. Ge1 and G
were located at distances of approximately 12 cm and 14
respectively, from the target center, a compromise betw
the detector acceptances and resolutions. Typical sin
rates above their 400 keV energy thresholds we
13103/sec in Ge1 and 23103/sec in Ge2.

Surrounding the two Ge detectors, Ge1 and Ge2, w
two Compton suppressors, CS1 and CS2. CS1 was a
element array of optically isolated BGO crystals and C
was a six-element annulus of optically isolated NaI crysta
The in-beam time resolutions (s) were approximately 15 ns
for CS1 ~BGO! and 20 ns for CS2~NaI! and the in-beam
energy resolutions (s) were 40% for CS1 and 15% for CS2
The purpose of CS1 and CS2 was two-fold. Firstly, used a
veto on their own Ge detector~i.e., Ge1•CS1 and
Ge2•CS2) they reduced the continuum background due
Compton scattering. Secondly, used in coincidence with
opposing Ge detector~i.e., Ge1•CS2 and Ge2•CS1! they
identified g-g cascades. Under beam conditions CS1 a
CS2 afforded signal-to-noise improvements of a factor o
for Ge1 and a factor of 4 for Ge2.

B. Electronics

An event was defined as the OR of the logic signa
Ge1•CS1•mSTOP•busy, and Ge2•CS2•mSTOP•busy,
where Ge1 and Ge2 indicate signals in the Ge detect
CS1 andCS2 indicate the absence of signals in the cor
sponding Compton suppressors,mSTOP indicates one or
more stopped muons in the previous 2.0msec, andbusy
indicates the data acquisition system was live. The veto
nals CS1 andCS2 were the outputs of ten-fold or six-fol
OR’s of discriminators on each of the ten or six elements
the suppressors CS1 and CS2. The discriminator thresh
were set to;500 keV and the veto widths were set to 80 n
ThemSTOP signal was the output of a 2.0ms updating gate
that was set by S1•S2•S3. The receipt of an event initiate
the digitizing and recording of the energy and time sign

he
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54 2717OBSERVABLES IN MUON CAPTURE ON23Na AND THE . . .
from Ge detectors, Compton suppressors and beam scinti
tors, a 5msec history of muon stops in the target, and variou
diagnostic information.

The energy signals from Ge1 and Ge2 were processed
a pair of Tennelec TC-243A spectroscopy amplifiers an
digitized by a pair of LeCroy 3512 buffered ADC’s. To
minimize distortions the energy signals were processed a
digitized in the experimental area rather than the counti
room. To optimize the spectroscopy amplifier shaping co
stants and pole zeros they were adjusted under beam-on c
ditions.

The timing signals from the Ge detectors were generat
by a coincidence between a pair of constant fraction d
criminators~CFD’s! on each Ge timing circuit. One of each
CFD pair, Ge1lo and Ge2lo with the lower thresholds, deter-
mined the timing for the coincidence output, and the other
each CFD pair, Ge1hi and Ge2hi with the higher threshold,
determined the; 400 keV energy threshold for the coinci-
dence output. Their coincidences Ge1lo

•Ge1hi and
Ge2lo•Ge2hi then defined the logic signals Ge1 and Ge2
respectively. In addition, a series of leading-edge discrimin
tors ~with thresholds of approximately 100, 250, 500, an
750 keV! generated a series of timing signals~known as LE1
through LE4! to provide pulse-shape information for Ge1
and Ge2.

The 5msec history of muon stops in the target was ob
tained using a router box. The router box consisted of o
input, a 5msec cable-delayed S1•S2•S3, one gate, a 5ms
wide pulse generated by an event, and four outputs,Tm1
throughTm4. The outputTm1 corresponded to the first de-
layed S1•S2•S3 in the gate, the output Tm2 corresponded to
the second delayed S1•S2•S3 in the gate, and so on. The
four outputs fed four TDC channels that digitized the time o
the first, second, third, and fourth delayed S1•S2•S3 pulses.
If more than four S1•S2•S3 pulses occurred within the gate
only the first four S1•S2•S3 pulses were recorded. The ar
rangement acted as a four-hit capacity multihit TDC.

Lastly, also digitized and recorded on receipt of an eve
were the individual amplitude and ORed timing signals from
the two suppressor arrays, amplitude and timing signals fro
the S1, S2, and S3 beam scintillators, and bits indicati
previous Ge pulses within 50msec~known as the pile-up bits
PUP1 and PUP2! and previous huge Ge pulses (E. 10
MeV! within 500msec~known as the overload bits OVLD1
and OVLD2!.

IV. DATA REDUCTION

During the experiment data were collected from a total
;131011 m2 stops in23Na,;231010 m2 stops in31P ~for
background studies!, and about;13109 m2 stops each in
Ca, Fe, and Pb~for Ge detector acceptance and resolutio
studies!. Beam-on and beam-off22Na, 60Co, and 137Cs
source calibration data were also collected. In this section
describe the offline cuts and corrections applied to the ra
data and the determination of the Ge1 and Ge2 energy a
time resolution functions and acceptances.

A. Cuts and corrections

An important source of background in the Ge detectors
Compton scattering. In the analysis the hardware rejection
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Ge signals with corresponding suppressor signals abo
;500 keV was extended with the software rejection of G
signals with corresponding suppressor signals above;100
keV. The signal-to-noise improvement, due to the softwa
Compton suppression, was approximately a factor of 5 f
Ge1 and 3 for Ge2.

A source of degradation of the energy resolution of the G
detectors is pulse pileup. Events were rejected in the analy
if either the Ge detector’s corresponding pileup bit~PUP1 or
PUP2! or overload bit~OVLD1 or OVLD2! were set. The
resulting improvement in the energy resolution was neg
gible in the full width half maximum but significant
(;20%! in the full width tenth maximum. A second source
of degradation of the energy resolution of the Ge detecto
was long-timescale drifts in the gains and pedestals duri
the experiment. To correct these long-timescale drifts w
employed a gain and pedestal stabilization procedure. T
stabilization procedure consisted of the monitoring of th
centroids of several strongg-ray peaks to measure and cor
rect gain and pedestal shifts during the experiment. We us
the 511 keVe1e2 annihilation peak and the 1274 and 212
keV (m2,nn) capture peaks and determined their centroid
every 200 000 events or roughly every 500 sec. This stab
zation procedure yielded a FWHM improvement of 0.2 keV
in Ge1 and 0.3 keV in Ge2.

Despite the use of constant fraction discriminators in th
Ge1 and Ge2 timing circuitry pulse-shape variations led
some residual time walk. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 wher
Ge-mSTOP, the time difference between the incoming muo
and outgoing photon, is plotted versus LE4-LE1, a measu
of the Ge signal risetime, for the FeLa muonic x ray. In Fig.
2 small values of LE4-LE1 correspond to fast risetime G
pulses and large values of LE4-LE1 correspond to slow ris
time Ge pulses and the presence of time walk is indicated
the presence of correlations between LE4-LE1 and Ge
mSTOP times~the absence of time walk would be indicated
by a horizontal line!.

Using the spectra of Ge-mSTOP versus LE4-LE1 we
were able to parametrize the Ge signal time walk for th
prompt x ray data and then correct the Ge signal time wa
for delayedg-ray data. To do this plots similar to Fig. 2 were
generated for a number of muonicx rays ~579 keV ClKa ,

FIG. 2. Plot of Ge1-mSTOP ~the time between the incoming
muon and outgoing photon! vs LE4-LE1~a measure of the Ge pulse
risetime! for theLa x rays of muonic lead. The correlation between
LE4-LE1 and Ge-mSTOP is a result of time walk~a horizontal line
would indicate the absence of time walk!.
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2718 54B. L. JOHNSONet al.
938 keV PbMa , 1255 keV FeKa , and 2500 keV PbLa)
and for both Ge detectors. The resulting curves were fit to
quadratica1bt1gt2 where the coefficientsa, b, and g
characterized the Ge signal time walk and its energy dep
dence~actually, no significant energy dependence ina, b,
andg for either Ge1 or Ge2 was observed!. Using the ‘‘best
fit’’ values of a, b, andg determined from the x-ray data
the time walk corrections were made to theg-ray data.

The cuts and corrections described above were use
sort the data and generate the necessary energy and
spectra for the subsequent analysis.

B. Ge energy and time instrumental line shapes

To determine the Ge1 and Ge2 energy resolution fu
tions,R1(E) andR2(E), we used a number of high statistic
background-free, Doppler-freeg rays between the energie
of 500 and 3000 keV. For both Ge1 and Ge2 the resolut
functions were taken as the sum of a main Gaussian peak
a satellite Gaussian peak — the sum conveniently repres
ing the low-energy tails inR1(E) andR2(E). The param-
eters of the resolution functions, the relative amplitude a
relative position of the two peaksr E andxE , and the widths
of the main and satellite peakssE

m andsE
s , were obtained

from fits of R1(E) andR2(E) to theg-ray line shapes. The
energy dependence of the resolution functions were there
determined by the energy dependence of the parame
r E , xE , sE

m , andsM
s . It was found for both Ge1 and Ge

thatsE
m increased smoothly with energy while the remaini

parameters were essentially energy independent. At 1
MeV the Ge1 and Ge2 FWHM were 2.7 keV and 2.8 ke
and FWTM were 4.8 keV and 6.7 keV.

To determine the Ge1 and Ge2 time resolution functio
R1(t) and R2(t), we measured muonic x-ray time spect
from a variety of targets~P, Ca, Fe, and Pb! between the
energies of 500 and 3000 keV. The muonicx rays are pro-
duced promptly and are ideal for determiningR1(t) and
R2(t). As for theg-ray energy spectra the x-ray time spect
were fitted to the sum of a main Gaussian peak and a sate
Gaussian peak — the sum conveniently representing
early-time tails in the time resolution functions. The para
eters in the fits were the position of the main peakto , the
relative amplitude and relative position of the satellite pe
r t and xt , and the widths of the main and satellite pea
s t
m and s t

s . The energy dependence of the parametersto ,
r t , xt , s t

m , ands t
s therefore determined the energy depe

dence ofR1(t) andR2(t). In the case of Ge1 it was found
that to shifted by;1.4 ns ands t

s narrowed by;0.9 ns from
1000 to 3000 keV whiler t , xt , and s t

m were essentially
energy independent. In the case of Ge2 it was found
s t
s narrowed by;1.8 ns from 1000 to 3000 keV whileto ,

r t , xt , ands t
m were essentially energy independent. For bo

Ge1 and Ge2 the energy dependences of the energy de
dent parameters were found to be reasonably represente
functions of the formto5a1be2cE. Above 1000 keV the
FWHM of the time resolutions of Ge1 and Ge2 were bet
than 10 ns and 13 ns, respectively.

C. g-ray Doppler line shapes

The recoil nucleus followingm2 capture on23Na has a
velocity of ;0.005 c. Consequently, when the recoil
the
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g-ray lifetime td is short or comparable to the recoil’s stop
ping time ts , the observedg-rays are Doppler broadened
For the Ne and F isotopes produced inm223Na the value of
ts in the sodium target was about 10212 s.

In the case of the two-body final state in the (m2,n) re-
action the recoil’s initial velocity is fixed. Formulas for the
Doppler line shapes appropriate to the (m2,n) reaction and
circumstances wherets @ td andts ; td have been given
by Grenacset al. @42# and Pratt@43#. In the case of the three-
body final state in the (m2,nn) reaction the recoil’s initial
velocity is a continuous distribution. Expressions for th
Doppler line shapes appropriate to the (m2,nn) reaction
have been given by Miller@44# for the cases of~1! a two-step
process involving the reaction@Z,A#(m2,n)@Z21,A# fol-
lowed by neutron emission, and~2! a direct neutron emission
process@Z,A#(m2,nn)@Z21,A21#.

In fits to Doppler broadenedg rays we used resolution
functionsR1(E) andR2(E) convoluted with the appropriate
Doppler line shapes of Refs.@42–44#. We varied the param-
eters of the Doppler line shapes, for example theg-recoil
angular correlation coefficients, to obtain the best fit.

D. Ge detector acceptances

To determine the acceptances of Ge1 and Ge2 as a fu
tion of energy,eDV1(E) andeDV2(E), we used the inten-
sities of the muonic x rays from the P, Ca, Fe, and Pb targe
In the case of the muonic P and Fe x ray data we employ
theKa , Kb , Kg , andKd transitions and the yield determi-
nations of Hartmannet al. @45# for m2Fe and Vogel@46# for
m2P. In the case of the muonic Pb x-ray data we employ
the La andMa transitions and extrapolated the yield dete
minations of Hartmannet al. @47# for muonic atoms between
Z549 and 79 toZ582. The yields from theZ549 to 79
muonic atoms varied by63% for theLa and67% for the
Ma so the extrapolation is probably better for theLa than the
Ma . In the case of the muonic Ca x-ray data we employe
the sum of the yields of theK series x-ray transitions.

Using the P, Ca, Fe, and Pb x-ray data the Ge detec
acceptances were computed via

eDV5
Nx

NmYxf abf sv
, ~5!

whereNx is the number of counts in the x-ray peak,Nm is the
number of livetime-corrected muon stops,Yx is the appropri-
ate x-ray or x-ray series yield per muon stop, andf ab and
f sv are correction factors that account for the absorption of
rays in the target and the self-vetoing of x rays by the Com
ton suppressors, respectively. The factorf ab was calculated
using theg-ray absorption tables of Storm and Israel@48#
and its values differed from unity by less than a few perce
~the exception was theMa in m2Pb where, due to the large
Pb absorption and the low x-ray energy,f ab was 0.80!. The
self-veto correction factorf sv is discussed in detail in Sec.
IV E and its values differed from unity by amounts from 3%
to 15%.

The resulting determinations of the Ge1 acceptance
plotted as a function of energy in Fig. 3 along with a fit to th
curveA1 /(B11Eg). The curve, and the ‘‘best fit’’ values of
the coefficientsA1 andB1 for Ge1 andA2 andB2 for Ge2,
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were used to parameterize the Ge1 and Ge2 acceptanc
the subsequent data analysis. Based on the uncertainti
the x-ray counts and yields, the number of muon stops,
the correction factorsf aband f sv, we obtained a conservativ
uncertainty of;20% in the Ge1 and Ge2 acceptances.

E. Self-veto correction factor f sv

A significant correction in determining the yields of bo
x rays andg rays was self-vetoing. Self-vetoing occurs wh
a valid x-ray org-ray signal in Ge1 or Ge2 is rejected due
a signal in the surrounding Compton suppressor CS1 or C
This self-vetoing may result from prompt coincidences~for
example when ag-ray cascade results in the detection of o
g ray in the Ge detector and anotherg ray in the Compton
suppressor!, delayed coincidences~for example when a de
layedg ray is detected in the Ge detector and a prompt x
is detected in the Compton suppressor!, or random coinci-
dences~when unrelatedg rays are detected in the Ge dete
tor and Compton suppressor!. The amount of self-vetoing is
therefore, dependent on the detector, target and transi
and must be determined for each x ray andg ray.

To determine the Ge1 self-veto correction factor we m
sured, for each x-ray andg-ray, the ratio of the counts in th
Ge1 singles and Ge1•CS2 coincidence spectra. This rat
determines the fraction of Ge1 events that have a CS2 c
cidence that is proportional to the fraction of Ge1 events t
had a CS1 coincidence (12 f sv). The proportionality con-
stant between the Ge1•CS2/Ge1 and Ge1•CS1/Ge1 ratios
was then obtained from measurements of the coincid
60Co 1.17 and 1.33 MeVg rays with the Compton suppres
sion logic switched off. Due to the very similar solid angl
CS1 and CS2 subtended to the target the proportionality c
stant was 1.0 and therefore the Ge1 self-veto correction
tor f sv for each g ray or x ray was computed from
12Ge1•CS2/Ge1. Similarly, the Ge2 self-veto correctio
factor f sv was computed from 12Ge2•CS1/Ge2.

Lastly, our method for determining the self-veto corre
tion makes the assumption of no angular correlations in
Ge•CS coincidences. However, since the self-veto correc
is quite small, errors due to this assumption should be n
ligible.

FIG. 3. The Ge1 acceptance versusg-ray energy obtained from
the muonic P, Ca, Fe, and Pb x-ray data. The solid line is the ‘‘b
fit’’ of the curve A1 /(B11Eg) to the x-ray data and the dashe
lines are a conservative estimate of the uncertainty in the ac
tance.
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V. RESULTS

A few remarks on notation: in the following sections we
discussg-ray and state yields, yields due to capture from th
F1 , F2 and experimental mixture of HF states, and yield
due to directm2 capture to a state and yields due to direc
and indirectm2 capture to a state. By the experimental mix
ture of HF states we mean the fractional population of th
F2 andF1 HF states in the 2.0msmSTOP gate which, due
to the hyperfine effect, were 0.97 and 0.03 respectively~see
Sec. V D!. By direct capture we mean the production of stat
S by m2 capture to stateS and by indirect capture we mean
the production of stateS by m2 capture to a higher energy
stateS8. We will denoteg-ray yields and state yields by
Yg andYS , yields from theF1 , F2 , and experimental mix-
ture of HF states byY1, Y2, and Yobs, respectively, and
yields due to directm2 capture production of a state by an
unprimedY and yields due to direct and indirectm2 capture
production of a state by a primedY8. For example,Yg8

obs

refers to theg-ray yield due to direct and indirectm2 capture
from the experimental mixture ofF1 and F2 states. The
same notation is used form2 capture ratesL. To obtain the
capture rateL from the yieldY we useL5LDY where
LD is the muon disappearance rate, the sum of them2 cap-
ture andm2 decay rates.

A. g-ray yields from µ2 capture on 23Ne

22 muon captureg rays, from the mass 20, 21, 22, and 2
neon isotopes and mass 20 fluorine isotope, were identifi
in them223Na data. They are listed in Table I along with the
spins, parities, and energies of their initial and final state
They include nineg rays due to transitions in23Ne, seven
g rays due to transitions in22Ne, and three, two, and one
g rays due to transitions in21Ne, 20F, and 20Ne, respec-
tively. Theg-ray lines observed in the mass 23 neon isotop
are shown in the Fig. 4 energy level diagram. Representat
g-ray energy spectra, illustrating the quality of the data, a
shown in Fig. 5.

The yields of the muon captureg rays were determined
using the equation

Yg8
obs5

Ng

NmeDV f abf svf lt
, ~6!

where Yg8
obs is the g-ray yield, Ng is the counts in the

g-ray peak,Nm is the number of livetime-corrected muon
stops,eDV is the Ge detector acceptance at the appropria
g-ray energy, andf ab, f sv, and f lt are target absorption,
self-veto and muon lifetime correction factors, respectivel
For the 23Na g rays f ab differed from unity by less than 3%
and f sv differed from unity by amounts from 5% to 15%. The
additional factorf lt in Eq. ~6! compared to Eq.~5! corrects
for the muon captureg rays that fall outside the 2.0ms
mSTOP gate. Due to the complications of the updatin
mSTOP logicf lt was determined by a Monte Carlo simula
tion and found to be 0.80.

The g-ray countsNg were obtained from fits to the
g-ray peaks using the energy resolution functions describ
in Sec. IV B and the resultingg-ray yieldsYg8

obsare listed in
Table I. The values ofYg8

obsare the weighted averages of the
yields obtained from the Ge1 and Ge2 data~in all cases the
Ge1 and Ge2 yields were consistent!. It is important to note

est
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TABLE I. The 22 observedg-rays from isotopes of Ne and F produced inm2 capture on23Na. The
g-ray yieldsYg8

obs include both direct and indirect capture, and they are per muon stop not per muon ca

Product Ei ~keV! Ji
p Ef ~keV! Jf

p Eg ~keV! Yg8
obs (31022)

23Ne 1017 1/21 0 5/21 1017 1.2460.28
23Ne 1702 7/21 0 5/21 1702 0.1760.04
23Ne 1823 3/21 0 5/21 1823 1.4360.30
23Ne 2315 5/21 1823 3/21 492 0.1260.04
23Ne 2315 5/21 0 5/21 2315 0.1360.04
23Ne 3432 3/21 1017 1/21 2415 0.1760.04
23Ne 3432 3/21 0 5/21 3432 0.2660.05
23Ne 3458 1/21 1823 3/21 1635 0.7960.17
23Ne 3458 1/21 1017 1/21 2441 0.4660.10

22Ne 1274 21 0 01 1274 23.065.2
22Ne 3357 41 1274 21 2083 2.9560.61
22Ne 4457 21 1274 21 3183 3.7760.77
22Ne 5147 22 4457 21 690 0.6160.20
22Ne 5147 22 1274 21 3873 0.6660.15
22Ne 5523 41 3357 41 2166 0.2560.05
22Ne 5641 31 3357 41 2284 0.1760.04

21Ne 1746 7/21 351 5/21 1395 0.7360.16
21Ne 2789 1/22 351 5/21 2438 0.3260.07
21Ne 2789 1/22 0 3/21 2789 0.0660.01

20Ne 1634 31 0 01 1634 0.4860.10

20F 656 31 0 21 656 0.1360.03
20F 823 41 0 21 823 0.0660.01
a
in
ec-
re
in

n-

ta
e.
n

that the values ofYg8
obs areg-ray yields per muon stop no

per muon capture, include both direct and indirect product
of theg ray’s parent state, and correspond to the experim
tal mixture ofF1 andF2 states. The quoted errors in th
yields include the statistical uncertainties inNg and the un-
certainties in the acceptances and various correction fac

B. State yields fromµ2 capture on 23Na

The 22g rays correspond to 17 states in the various
and F isotopes with six states in23Ne and22Ne, two states in
21Ne and 20F, and one state in20Ne. The yields of these
states were calculated using the equation

YS
obs5(

j
Yg8

obs~ j !/ f br2(
k
Yg8

obs~k! ~7!

where the summation overj represents the sum of the yield
for the g rays from the state of interest and the summat
overk represents the sum of the yields for theg-rays feeding
the state of interest. The subtraction of the term(Yg8

obs(k)
from the term(Yg8

obs( j ) in Eq. ~7! means the quantityYS
obs

represents the directm2 capture yield. The factorf br in Eq.
~7! corrects for any unobservedg-ray branches from the stat
of interest. It is given byf br 5 (br( j ) — the sum of the
branching ratios of the observedg rays — and was calcu
lated using the branching ratio compilations of Endt@49#.
t
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The state yieldsYS
obs for the 17 states, calculated from the

g-ray yieldsYg8
obs in Table I using Eq.~7!, are listed in Table

II. The values ofYS
obs are averages of the Ge1 and Ge2 dat

and the quoted errors include the statistical uncertainties
Ng , and the uncertainties in the acceptances, various corr
tion factors, and the branching ratios. In some cases, whe
the state is strongly populated such as the 1274 keV level
22Ne, the uncertainties are dominated by the;20% overall
normalization uncertainty. In other cases, where there is co
siderable feeding such as the 656 keV level in20F @i.e.,
where(Yg8

obs(k) and(Yg8
obs( j )/ f br are comparable#, the un-

certainties are much larger.

C. Parentage of states in muon capture on23Na

In the interpretation of the hyperfine dependence da
~Sec. V D! it is essential to know the parentage of each stat
By parentage we mean what fraction of the state’s populatio
is due to directm2 capture and what fraction of the state’s
population is due to indirectm2 capture via a higher energy
state. We will denote the state of interest byS and the higher
energy state byS8.

The parentage of stateS due to directm2 capture (PS
S)

was obtained using the equation

PS
S5

YS
obs

(Yg8
obs~ j !/ f br

, ~8!
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where(Yg8
obs( j )/ f br is the yield of stateS due to both direct

and indirect capture andYS
obs is the yield of stateS due to

direct capture only. The parentage of stateS due to indirect

m2 capture via stateS8 (PS
S8) was obtained using the equa

tion

PS
S85

PS8
S8Yg8

obs

(Yg8
obs~ j !/ f br

1 fms, ~9!

where in the denominator(Yg8
obs( j )/ f br is the yield ofS due

to direct and indirect capture, in the numeratorYg8
obs is the

g-ray yield for the transition from the stateS8 to the state

S, andPS8
S8 is the parentage of stateS8 due to direct capture

to stateS8. The correction factorfms accounts for the popu-
lation of the stateS by the stateS8 via a multistep, rather
than a single-step,g-ray decay.

The state parentages, calculated using the values
Yg8

obs andYS
obs in Tables I and II using Eqs.~8! and ~9!, are

listed in Table III. The values ofPS
S andPS

S8 are averages of
the Ge1 and Ge2 data and the quoted errors include the
tistical uncertainties inNg and the uncertainties in the acce
tances, various correction factors, and branching rat
Table III indicates, for example, the parentage of the 10
keV state in23Ne is ~47 6 3!% due to direct capture to the
23Ne 1017 keV state and~2 6 1!%, ~15 6 2!%, and ~37
6 5!% due to indirect capture via the23Ne 2315, 3432, and
3458 keV states, respectively.

D. g-ray hyperfine dependences fromµ2 capture on 23Na

In the presence of hyperfine transitions the time dep
dence ofg rays from muon capture is given by

Yg8~ t !5Ae2LDt~11ke2Lht!, ~10!

with

FIG. 4. Energy level diagram for the low-lying levels of23Ne
showing the nineg rays and six states observed following muo
capture on23Na. The solid vertical lines correspond to the observ
g-ray branches and the dashed vertical lines correspond to the
observedg-ray branches. The spin parities, energies, lifetimes, a
branching ratios are from the tabulations of Endt@49#.
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en-

k5 f1~Yg8
1/Yg8

221!, ~11!

whereA is an arbitrary normalization factor,LD is the muon
disappearance rate,Lh is the hyperfine transition~HF! rate,
f1 is the initial population of theF1 hyperfine state, and
Yg8

1/Yg8
2 is the hyperfine dependence of theg-ray yield.

Equations~10! and ~11! assume the difference in the disap
pearance rates from the two HF states,dLD 5 LD2

2

LD1
, is much smaller thanLh , which is the case in23Na

(dLD/Lh ;0.004@39,50#!. We also assume that the two HF
states are initially statistically populated, i.e.
f15(Ji11)/(2Ji11). Effects leading to a nonstatistical
population att50, for exampleM1 transitions in them2

atomic cascade, were examined by Congleton@34# and are
expected to be negligible in muonic23Na.

Based on Eqs.~10! and~11! the hyperfine dependence of
the g-ray yieldsYg8

1/Yg8
2 can be extracted from theg-ray

time dependenceYg8(t). In turn, theseg-ray hyperfine de-
pendences carry their parent state’s hyperfine dependen
i.e.,Yg8

1/Yg8
25YS8

1/YS8
2 .

FIG. 5. The Ge1 energy spectra in the region of~a! the 1017
keV g-ray and~b! the 1823 keVg ray following muon capture on
23Na. The points are the experimental data and the solid lines a
the ‘‘best fits’’ using the measured energy resolution functions. Th
energy spectra also show background lines from the (n,n8! and
(m2,n) reactions on aluminum~see Ref.@26# for more details!.
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TABLE II. State yields, capture rates, and hyperfine dependences corresponding to the 17 observed
in Ne and F isotopes followingm2 capture on23Na. The state yieldsYS

obs and capture ratesLS
obs include

direct capture only. The hyperfine dependencesYS8
1/YS8

2 5 LS8
1/LS8

2 include both direct and indirect
capture and are weighted averages of the hyperfine dependences of allg-rays emitted by the particular parent
state.

Product Ef ~keV! Jf
p YS

obs (31022) LS
obs (3 103 s21) YS8

1/YS8
2 5 LS8

1/LS8
2

23Ne 1017 1/21 0.5960.17 4.961.4 0.1860.03
23Ne 1702 7/21 0.1660.04 1.460.3 <0.50
23Ne 1823 3/21 0.4960.11 4.160.9 0.2360.04
23Ne 2315 5/21 0.2660.06 2.160.5 0.8760.48
23Ne 3432 3/21 0.4960.10 4.160.8 0.9860.36
23Ne 3458 1/21 1.2560.26 10.462.2 <0.19

22Ne 1274 21 16.063.7 133631 0.8860.07
22Ne 3357 41 2.5260.52 2164 1.9760.06
22Ne 4457 21 3.2860.67 2766 1.0060.08
22Ne 5147 22 1.2860.31 1163 0.4160.17
22Ne 5523 41 0.2560.05 2.160.4 2.2760.38
22Ne 5641 31 0.6060.14 5.061.1 <1.2

21Ne 1746 7/21 0.7760.17 6.461.4 1.3260.14
21Ne 2789 1/22 0.3860.08 3.260.7 0.6460.15

20Ne 1634 31 0.4860.10 4.060.8 0.9360.14

20F 656 31 0.0360.02 0.260.2 0.7960.19
20F 823 41 0.1660.04 1.360.3 <1.6
,
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Two methods~denoted A and B! were used to extract
values ofYg8

1/Yg8
2 and thereforeYS8

1/YS8
2 from theg-ray

time spectra. In method A, 120 time-binned energy spec
were generated corresponding to;10 ns wide bins from
t52100 to11100 ns. Fits to theg-ray peaks in each time-
binned energy spectrum were then performed to determ
the g-ray time spectraYg8(t). Finally, fits to theg-ray time
spectra, using the theoretical time dependence of Eqs.~10!
and ~11! convoluted with the time resolution functions
R1(t) andR2(t), were used to extractYg8

1/Yg8
2 andLh . The

weighted average of the values ofLh was 15.56 1.1ms21

and has been discussed in Ref.@26#. Representativeg-ray
time spectra, illustrating the quality of the data, are shown
Fig. 6.

In method B theg-ray energy spectra were divided into
two time windows, an early time window witht50 to 170
ns, and a late time window witht5200 to 1000 ns. For the
case ofm223Na, whereLh 5 15.56 1.1 ms21, the early
~late! time windows correspond to periods of significant~in-
significant! F1 HF state population. The ratio ofg-ray
counts in the early and late windows,R, is therefore a func-
tion of Yg8

1/Yg8
2 . The values ofR were obtained from fits to

the g-ray peaks in the corresponding early and late ener
spectra. Theg-ray hyperfine dependenceYg8

1/Yg8
2 was then

extracted fromR using a Monte Carlo simulation that deter
mined the relationship betweenYg8

1/Yg8
2 andR ~we used a

Monte Carlo simulation because of the complications of t
updatingmSTOP logic andm2 pileup!. The method required
values ofLD andLh as input; we tookLD 5 8.316 0.02
ms from Suzukiet al. @51# and Lh 5 15.5 6 1.1 ms21

extracted from method A.
tra

ine

in
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-
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For the strongerg-rays transitions at the energies of 1017
1274, 1823, and 2127 keV it was feasible to use both meth
ods A and B to extractYg8

1/Yg8
2 while for the weaker

g-rays transitions only method B was practical. Where bot
methods were feasible they were consistent. The results
the determinations of theg-ray hyperfine dependences are
listed in Table II ~where method A was used we quote the
method A results!. We quote the state hyperfine dependence
YS8

1/YS8
2 that are the weighted averages ofg-ray hyperfine

dependencesYg8
1/Yg8

2 that decay from the same parent state
In all cases theg-ray hyperfine dependencesYg8

1/Yg8
2 cor-

responding to the same parent state were in mutual agre
ment. The results are the weighted averages of the Ge1 a
Ge2 data and the quoted errors include the statistical unce
tainties inYg8(t), the uncertainties inR1(t) andR2(t), and
the correlations ofYg8

1/Yg8
2 with Lh andLD .

To test for distortions of theg-ray time spectra we also
fitted the time spectra of events followingm2 stops in targets
of Ca, Fe, and Pb. In the Ca, Fe, and Pb targets the mu
lifetime ranges from 78 to 330 ns~see Ref.@51#! and there is
no observable hyperfine effect. Good fits were obtained u
ing a prompt x-ray peak and a single exponential with th
appropriate muon lifetime.

Lastly, the weighted mean of the values ofLh extracted
from the 1017, 1823, and 2127 keVg-ray time spectra with
method A, and the assumption of initially statistically popu-
latedF2 andF1 hyperfine states, were used to determine th
fractional population of theF2 andF1 states in the experi-
mental 2.0ms mSTOP gate. We obtained fractional popula-
tions of 0.97 and 0.03 for theF2 andF1 hyperfine states,
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TABLE III. The measured parentagePS
S8 of the various Ne and F states produced inm2 capture on

23Na. The statesS andS8, defined in the text, correspond to rows and columns, respectively. As an exam
the parentage of the 1017 keV state in23Ne is ~4763!% direct capture to the 1017 keV state and
~3765!%, ~1562!%, and~261!% indirect capture via the 3458, 3432, and 2315 keV states, respectivel

Ef
23Ne 3458, 1/21 3432, 3/21 2315, 5/21 1823, 3/21 1702, 7/21 1017, 1/21

3458 1.00
3432 1.00
2315 0.0760.02 0.9360.02
1823 0.5560.01 0.0360.01 0.0860.02 0.3460.01
1702 0.0560.02 0.9660.01
1017 0.3760.05 0.1560.02 0.0260.01 0.4760.03

22Ne 5641, 41 5523, 31 5147, 22 4457, 21 3357, 41 1274, 21

5641 1.00
5523 1.00
5147 1.00
4457 0.1560.05 0.8560.05
3357 0.0660.01 0.0960.01 0.8660.01
1274 0.0360.01 0.0160.01 0.0560.01 0.1360.02 0.1160.01 0.6760.03

21Ne 2789, 1/22 1746, 7/21

2789 1.00
1746 1.00

20Ne 1634, 31

1634 1.00

20F 823, 41 656, 31

823 1.00
656 0.7860.10 0.2260.10
g-
respectively. Yields and capture rates measured in the
ms mSTOP gate were therefore related to theF2 and F1

hyperfine state yields and capture rates
Yobs50.97Y210.03Y1 andLobs 5 0.97L2 1 0.03L1.

VI. INTERPRETATION OF THE µ223Na DATA

A. Formulas for nuclear muon capture

A number of authors have published formulas for mu
capture rates and their hyperfine dependences~for example
Refs. @27,52,53#!. Using Walecka’s notation@52# the m2

capture rate from a statistical mixture ofF1 andF2 hyper-
fine states is

Lstat5
G2n2

2p~11n/M !

4p

2Ji11H (
J50

`

u^Jf iL̂J2M̂JiJi&u2

1 (
J51

`

u^Jf i T̂ Jel2T̂ JmagiJi&u2J uf1suav
2 , ~12!

and the hyperfine incrementdLF, which determines the
m2 capture rates from the individualF1 andF2 hyperfine
2.0

by

on

states viaLF 5 Lstat 1 dLF, is

dLF5
2A2G2n2

~11n/M !
~21!F2Jf1~3/2!H Ji 1

2 F

1
2 Ji 1

J
3(

J
(
J8

A~2J11!~2J811!H Ji J Jf

J8 Ji 1J
3@ i J2J8^Jf iL̂J2M̂JiJi&^Jf iL̂J82M̂J8iJi&*

3^J0J80u10&1 i J2J8^Jf i T̂ Jel2T̂ JmagiJi&

3^Jf i T̂ J8
el

2T̂ J8
magiJi&* ^J1J821u10&

12A2R~ i J2J8^Jf iL̂J2M̂JiJi&^Jf i T̂ J8
el

2T̂ J8
magiJi&

3^J1J80u11&!#. ~13!

In these equationsG is the universal weak coupling constant,
n is the neutrino momentum,f1s is the muon wave function
at the nucleus, andLJ ,MJ , T Jel , andT Jmagare the so-called
longitudinal, charge, transverse electric, and transverse ma
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netic operators. In deducing Eqs.~12! and~13! it is assumed
the muon wave function is constant over the nuclear volum

In general the operatorsLJ , MJ , T Jel , andT Jmag contain
contributions from one-, two- and many-body weak nuc
onic currents. However, in this paper, we will assume t
these operators can be represented by the sum ofA one-body
weak nucleonic currents, and that the effects of two- throu
A-body currents can be incorporated by replacing the f
coupling constants by effective coupling constants~e.g.,gp
by g̃p). In such circumstances the nuclear matrix elements
LJ ,MJ , T ,Jel , andT Jmag can be written as sums of produc
of single-particle matrix elements~SPME’s! and one-body
transition densities~OBTD’s! where the SPME’s contain al
the weak interaction information and the OBTD’s contain
the nuclear structure information.

TheLJ ,MJ , T Jel , andT JmagSPME’s, assuming their one
body form, can be expressed as combinations of the w
nucleon form factors and SPME’s of the four multipole o
eratorsMJ

M , MJL
M
•s, MJL

M
•¹, andMJ

Ms•¹, where the func-
tionsMJ

M andMJL
M are products of spherical Bessel functio

FIG. 6. The Ge2 time spectra of~a! the 1017 keVg ray and~b!
the 1823 keVg ray following muon capture on23Na. The points
are the experimental data and the solid lines are the theoretical
distributions convoluted with the measured time resolution fu
tions. We have divided out them2 disappearance rate to mor
clearly show them2 hyperfine effect. The calibration is 9.58 ns p
channel.
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j J(qx) and spherical and vector spherical harmonicsYJ
M and

YJL1M

MJ
M[ j J~qx!YJ

M~u,f!, ~14!

MJL
M [ j L~qx!YJL1M ~u,f!. ~15!

In the case of harmonic oscillator wave functions theLJ ,
MJ , T Jel , and T Jmag SPME’s can be evaluated analytically
~for example see Donnelly and Haxton@54#!.

The operatorsL1 andT 1el are of special significance cor-
responding to, in the long wave length limit, the familia
Gamow-Teller operator~GT!

L15
1

A2
T 1el5

i

A12p
ga(

i51

A

s it i
6 ~16!

responsible for Gamow–Teller transitions.

B. 23Na˜ 23Ne shell model calculations

To calculate the OBTD’s for the various
23Na(m2,n) 23Ne transitions we used theOXBASH shell-
model computer code@55#. The calculations were performed
in the 1s-0d model space using two effective interactions
the empirical interaction of Brown and Wildenthal@56# ~de-
noted USD! and the realistic interaction of Kuo and Brown
@57# ~denoted KUO!. The two-body matrix elements of the
USD interaction were obtained by Brown and Wildentha
from a fit to;440 energy levels of 1s-0d shell nuclei. The
two-body matrix elements of the KUO interaction were ob
tained by Kuo and Brown from the Hamada-Johnso
nucleon-nucleon potential@58#. In the following calculations
we used an oscillator parameterb of 1.804 fm and single-
particle energies of23.948,23.164, and11.647 MeV for
the 0d5/2, 1s1/2, and 0d3/2 orbitals, respectively.

Figure 7 is a comparison of the measured energy lev
with the KUO and USD calculated energy levels for23Ne. In
the case of the USD interaction Fig. 7 shows good agreem
between the experimental and theoretical low-lying positiv
parity states with an r.m.s. deviation between the measu
and calculated energy levels of;40 keV. The good agree-
ment suggests identification of the 2507 keV experimen
state with the 9/21 model state. In the case of the KUO
interaction Fig. 7 shows, at first glance, poor agreement b
tween the measured and calculated energy levels. Howeve
means of reconciling the measured and calculated levels
been suggested by Coleet al. @59#. Based on the calculated
quadrupole moments they identified the 5/21

1 , 7/22
1 , and

9/22
1 model states as members of aK55/21 rotational band

and the 1/21
1 , 3/21

1 , and 5/22
1 model states as members of a

K51/21 rotational band and by a;2 MeV downward shift
of the K55/21 band relative to theK51/21 band. Cole
et al. obtained good agreement between the experimen
and theoretical energy levels~see Fig. 7!. Apparently, the
KUO interaction does a relatively good job for the energ
spacing of states within a rotational band, but a relative
poor job for the energy spacing of the rotational band hea

We conclude, therefore, that the 1s-0d shell-model calcu-
lations, using either the USD and KUO effective interac
tions, yield sufficient agreement between the experimen

time
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and model energy levels to clearly identify experiment
states with model states.

C. Extraction of g̃a from the 23Na˜ 23Ne data

To extract the effective weak couplingg̃a we have fitted
the calculatedm2 capture rates to the measuredm2 capture
rates for the six observed23Na(m2,n) 23Ne* transitions. The
extraction of g̃a from the m223Na capture rate data is an
important trial for the extraction ofg̃p/g̃a from them223Na
hyperfine dependence data. We seek answers to ques
such as: Are certain types of23Na→ 23Ne transitions well
predicted or not well predicted by the nuclear model, and a
certain types of23Na→ 23Ne nuclear matrix elements accu
rately computed or not accurately computed by the nucle
model?

To calculate the observed capture rates~i.e., LS
obs

50.97LS
2 1 0.03LS

1) we have used Eqs.~12! and~13! for

FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimental energy level diagra
for 23Ne with the calculations of the 1s-0d shell model employing
the USD empirical effective interaction@56# and the KUO realistic
@57# effective interaction. The two diagrams for the KUO interac
tion, labeled ‘‘modified KUO’’ and ‘‘KUO,’’ correspond to the
cases of a shifted and unshiftedK55/21 rotational band~see text!
@59#.
al
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LstatanddLF, the formulas of Donnelly and Haxton@54# for
theLJ ,MJ , T Jel , andT JmagSPME’s, and theOXBASH shell-
model computer code for the OBTD’s. We fixed the value
of the weak vector, magnetic, and pseudoscalar couplin
constants atgv 5 1.0,gm 5 3.706, andg̃p 5 6.7 g̃a ~for 5
, g̃p , 15 the input value ofg̃p had little effect on the
output value ofg̃a). While the pseudoscalar coupling is de
fined atq2510.9mm

2 the other weak couplings are defined a
q250; in order to scale these couplings betweenq2 of 0 and
10.9mm

2 we chose a dipole form withL2 5 0.73 GeV2 for
their form factors. The momentum transferq was computed
via q1q2/2Mt 5 mm 2 DE 2 eb , whereMt is the target
mass, DE is the difference in the measured23Na and
23Ne* nuclear binding energies, andeb is the muon binding
energy. The value ofuf1suav

2 was obtained fromuf1suav
2

5Ruf1s(0)u2 where uf1s(0)u2 is the muon wave function
for a point nucleus andR is the reduction factor for a finite
nucleus. Form223Na,R50.67 ~see Ref.@52# and references
therein!.

The values of g̃a obtained from the fits wereg̃a
521.016 0.07 for the USD interaction andg̃a 5 21.34
6 0.08 for the KUO interaction where the quoted error
include experimental but not theoretical uncertainties. Com
parisons of the measured and calculatedm2 capture rates
using these ‘‘best fit’’ values ofg̃a are given in Table IV for
the USD interaction and Table V for the KUO interaction
They show the USD and KUO interactions do a good job
reproducing the general distribution ofm2 capture to23Ne
excited levels with strong capture to the 3458 keV stat
intermediate capture to the 1017, 1823, and 3432 keV sta
and weak capture to the 1702 and 2315 keV states. Qua
tatively the measured and calculatedm2 capture rates agree
well for the strong and intermediate 1017, 1823, 3432, a
3458 keV transitions~to within 62s) but the experimental
rates are larger than the theoretical rates for the weak 17
and 2315 keV transitions. Values ofg̃a extracted from a fit to
the 1017, 1823, 3432, and 3458 keV capture rates, omitt
the 1702 and 2315 keV capture rates, wereg̃a 5 20.95
~USD! andg̃a 5 21.30~KUO!, close to the values from the
fits to all six 23Na→ 23Ne transitions.

The value ofg̃a extracted from ourm2 capture data using
the USD interaction is in agreement with the values ofg̃a

m

-

TABLE IV. Results of the fits of the calculated and measuredm2 capture rates and hyperfine depen-
dences for the six23Na→ 23Ne* transitions using the 1s-0d shell model and the USD empirical effective
interaction. The ‘‘best fit’’ value ofg̃a is21.0160.07 and the ‘‘best fit’’ value ofg̃p/g̃a is 6.562.4. Note the
capture ratesLS

obs include direct capture only whereas the hyperfine dependencesYS8
1/YS8

2 5 LS8
1/LS8

2

include both direct and indirect capture.

Ef ~keV! Jf
p LS

obs (3 103 s21) LS
obs (3 103 s21) YS8

1/YS8
2 5 LS8

1/LS8
2 YS8

1/YS8
2 5 LS8

1/LS8
2

expt. calc. expt. calc.

1017 1/21 4.961.4 5.26 0.1860.03 0.14
1702 7/21 1.460.3 0.64 <0.50 0.18
1823 3/21 4.160.9 6.28 0.2360.04 0.20
2315 5/21 2.160.5 0.71 0.9860.36 1.66
3432 3/21 4.160.8 2.40 0.8760.48 0.31
3458 1/21 10.462.2 8.97 <0.19 0.10
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TABLE V. Results of the fits of the calculated and measuredm2 capture rates and hyperfine dependence
for the six 23Na→ 23Ne* transitions using the 1s-0d shell model and the KUO realistic effective interaction.
The ‘‘best fit’’ value of g̃a is 21.3460.09 and the ‘‘best fit’’ value ofg̃p/g̃a is 7.962.2. Note the capture
ratesLS

obs include direct capture only whereas the hyperfine dependencesYS8
1/YS8

2 5 LS8
1/LS8

2 include both
direct and indirect capture.

Ef ~keV! Jf
p LS

obs (3 103 s21) LS
obs (3 103 s21) YS8

1/YS8
2 5 LS8

1/LS8
2 YS8

1/YS8
2 5 LS8

1/LS8
2

expt. calc. expt. calc.

1017 1/21 4.961.4 4.96 0.1860.03 0.18
1702 7/21 1.460.3 0.11 <0.50 0.49
1823 3/21 4.160.9 5.96 0.2360.04 0.16
2315 5/21 2.160.5 0.64 0.9860.36 0.23
3432 3/21 4.160.8 2.61 0.8760.48 0.44
3458 1/21 10.462.2 8.22 <0.19 0.13
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extracted from previousb2/b1–decay and (p,n)/(n,p)
charge exchange data using the USD interaction~see for ex-
ample @60#!. The;30% difference in the values ofg̃a ex-
tracted from the KUO and USD calculations is due to s
tematically smaller GT matrix elements in the KU
computation compared to the USD computation. System
differences between the empirical USD interaction and r
istic KUO interaction are not surprising — they are phi
sophically distinctly different interactions — and it hig
lights the fact that one quotes effective couplings in
context of an effective interaction. Such systematic diff
ences have been reported by Jianget al. @61#.

Unlike the 1017, 1823, 3432, and 3458 keV transitio
the measured and calculatedm2 capture rates for the wea
1702 and 2315 keV transitions do not agree quantitativ
The reason is suggested by Table VI, which compares
calculatedm2 capture rates using~i! all nuclear matrix ele-
ments, and~ii ! only GT nuclear matrix elements. While th
1017, 1823, 3432, and 3458 keV transitions, where exp
ment and theory agree well, are dominated by the GT ma
element, the 1702 and 2315 keV transitions, where exp
ment and theory agree less well, have little or no contribu
from the GT matrix element.

An examination of the KUO and USD calculations for t
2315 keV transition shows it is dominated by the sp
quadrupole matrix element~i.e., M J2•s) rather than the
Gamow-Teller matrix element ~i.e., M01•s). Spin-
quadrupole matrix elements have been examined via sec
forbidden uniqueb decay. However, Warburton@62#, using
the 1s-0d shell model and USD interaction, found theore
s-
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cal rates consistently larger than experimental rates fo
second-forbidden uniqueb decay — the reverse of the 2315
keV transition case. It would be speculative to draw conclu
sions on the difference between theMJ2•s matrix element
in m2 capture andb decay based on onem2 capture transi-
tion and a fewb-decay transitions, but, it does suggest tha
while the 1s-0d shell model with USD interaction does a
good job in reproducing the Gamow-Teller matrix elements
it does a poorer job in reproducing the spin-quadrupole ma
trix elements.

The only significant difference between the USD calcula
tion with g̃a 5 21.01 and the KUO calculation withg̃a 5
21.34 is the 1702 keV transition where the capture rates a
6.43 102 s21 and 1.13 102 s21, respectively, a factor of
;6 difference. An inspection of the KUO and USD interac-
tion OBTD’s for the 1702 keV transition indicate the domi-
nant 0d5/2→0d5/2 OBTD is considerably larger in the USD
calculation ~0.51! than the KUO calculation~0.27!. Addi-
tionally, the r.m.s. value of the other OBTD’s are;0.09 in
both the KUO and USD cases, and consequently there
more interference between the dominant 0d5/2→0d5/2 single-
particle transition and other single-particle transitions in the
KUO calculation than in the USD calculation. This is the
origin of the very different 1702 keVm2 capture rates in the
KUO and USD calculations.

In summary, the comparisons of the KUO and USD cal
culations with the observedm2 capture rates indicate the
high quality of the model calculations of GT matrix elements
for the strong and intermediate 1017, 1823, 3432, and 345
n

TABLE VI. Comparison of them2 capture rates calculated using~i! all nuclear matrix elements, and~ii !

only Gamow-Teller nuclear matrix elements. Results employing both the USD effective effective interactio
and the KUO realistic effective interaction are listed.

Ef ~keV! Jf
p LS

obs (3 103 s21) LS
obs (3 103 s21) LS

obs (3 103 s21) LS
obs (3 103 s21)

USD ~GT only! USD KUO ~GT only! KUO

1017 1/21 4.81 5.26 4.72 4.96
1702 7/21 0.00 0.64 0.00 0.11
1823 3/21 3.62 6.28 2.96 5.96
2315 5/21 0.06 0.71 0.10 0.64
3432 3/21 2.44 2.40 3.35 2.61
3458 1/21 10.74 8.97 11.54 8.22
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keV transitions, but some difficulties with thel 5 2 matrix
elements and the weak 1702 and 2315 keV transitions. T
agreement of the values ofg̃a extracted using the 1s-0d shell
model with USD interaction from ourm2 capture data and
previousb1/b2 decay and (p,n)/(n,p) charge exchange
data builds confidence in the model’s application to mu
capture on23Na. The generally good agreement of the KU
and USD calculations with them2 capture data, albeit with
somewhat different ‘‘best fit’’ values ofg̃a , is additional
evidence of the high quality of the nuclear models.

D. BGT values for the
23Na˜ 23Ne Gamow-Teller transitions

As a further test of the nuclear model we have compar
the KUO and USD calculations of GT transition probabilitie
with determinations of the GT transition probabilities via th
(n,p) charge exchange reaction on23Na. The (n,p) reaction
at medium energies and forward angles is an establis
probe of GT transition probabilities (BGT) and Siebelset al.
@63# have recently measured23Na(n,p) 23Ne* cross sections
at medium energies and forward angles and extracted va
of BGT to a number of the low-lying23Ne levels.

Values ofBGT defined by

BGT5
1

2Ji11U K Jf I(i51

A

s it i
6I Ji L U2 ~17!

and obtained from the23Na(n,p) data and the USD and
KUO calculations are listed in Table VII. They include va
ues ofBGT for the two lowest-lying 1/21 states~1017 and
3458 keV!, 3/21 states~1823 and 3432 keV!, and 5/21

states~g.s. and 2315 keV! in 23Ne ~the non-GT 1702 keV
transition is not included!. In the case of the (n,p) data a
BGT sum is quoted for the 3432 and 3458 keV transitio
@they are unresolvable in the (n,p) experiment# and aBGT
upper limit is quoted for the 2315 keV transition@it was
unobserved in the (n,p) experiment#. Table VII shows
agreement in the general distribution ofBGT strength ob-
tained from the (n,p) experiment and KUO and USD calcu
lations with strong transitions to the 3432–3458 keV do
blet, intermediate transitions to the 1017 and 1823 ke
states, and weak transitions to the g.s. and 2315 keV st
This builds additional confidence in the model calculatio
of the 23Na→ 23Ne GT matrix elements. The ratio betwee
the measured and calculated sum ofBGT values to the six

TABLE VII. Comparison of the Gamow-Teller transition prob
abilities (BGT) of Siebelset al. @63#, extracted from measurement
of the 23Na(n,p) 23Ne* reaction at forward angles and medium
energies, with 1s-0d shell model calculations using the USD em
pirical effective interaction@56# and KUO realistic effective inter-
action@57#. A BGT sum is quoted for the 3432 and 3458 keV tran
sitions as they are unresolved in the (n,p) experiment.

Ef ~keV! Jf
p BGT ~Expt.! BGT ~USD! BGT ~KUO!

0 5/21 0.03860.006 0.026 0.054
1017 1/21 0.04860.007 0.111 0.123
1823 3/21 0.04160.008 0.130 0.120
2315 5/21 <0.021 0.039 0.038
3432–3458 3/21–1/21 0.31860.033 0.334 0.438
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states is 0.746 0.09 for the USD computation and 1.116
0.13 for the KUO computation, consistent with the differen
‘‘best fit’’ values of g̃a using the USD interaction (g̃a
521.01! and the KUO interaction (g̃a 5 21.34!.

Finally, in Fig. 8 we compare the23Na(n,p) 0° cross
section with the23Na(m2,n) capture distribution to the low-
lying 23Ne levels. The resemblance reflects the importan
of the GT matrix elements in the23Na→ 23Ne transitions
observed via both the (n,p) and (m2,n) reactions.

E. Extraction of g̃p/g̃a from the 23Na˜ 23Ne data

To extract the coupling constant ratiog̃p/g̃a we have fitted
the calculated hyperfine dependences to the measured hy
fine dependences for the six observed23Na(m2,n) 23Ne*
transitions. The hyperfine dependencesYS8

1/YS8
2 listed in

Table II include both direct and indirect capture to each sta
and were calculated via

YS8
1

YS8
2 5

LS8
1

LS8
2 5( f S

S8PS
S8

LS8
1

LS8
2 , ~18!

whereLS8
1 /LS8

2 is the hyperfine capture ratio for the stat
S8 including only direct capture,LS8

1/LS8
2 is the hyperfine

capture ratio for the stateS including both direct and indirect

capture,PS
S8 is the parentage of the stateS due to the state

S8, and f S
S8 is a correction factor given by

f S
S85

0.9710.03YS8
1 /YS8

2

0.9710.03LS
1/LS

2 . ~19!

In Eq. ~18! the summation includes all statesS8 leading to
the production of stateS and the specific linear combination
of direct capture ratiosLS8

1 /LS8
2 in the direct and indirect

capture ratiosLS8
1/LS8

2 ensures that the production of stat
S by capture to stateS8 is in accord with the measured par

FIG. 8. Comparison of the23Na(n,p) 0° cross section measured
by Siebelset al. @63# with the 23Na(m2,n) 23Ne* capture rate data.
The points are the (n,p) data and the bars are the (m2,n) data~the
23Ne levels are bound up to 5.193 MeV!. The resemblance reflects
the importance of the GT nuclear matrix elements in both th
(n,p) data and the (m2,n) data. Note theg-ray detection method in
the muon capture experiment makes the23Na g.s.→ 23Ne g.s.
transition unobservable.
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entagesPS
S8 . The correction factorsf S

S8 , which differ from
unity by <6%, account for the observed capture rate be

LS
obs5 0.97LS

210.03LS
1 , not simplyLS

2 ~wheref S
S8 would

be unity!.
To extractg̃p/g̃a from the hyperfine dependence data w

have used Eqs.~12! and~13! for Lstat anddLF, the formulas
of Donnelly and Haxton for theLJ , MJ , T Jel , and T Jmag
SPME’s, and theOXBASH shell-model computer code for th
OBTD’s. In the fits we fixed the weak vector and magne
couplings atgv 5 1.00 andgm 5 3.706 and the weak axia
coupling at the values obtained from the corresponding KU
and USD calculation fits of them2 capture rates. In both the
KUO and USD computations varying the input value ofg̃a
between 0.75 and 1.5 had little effect on the output value
g̃p/g̃a .
The values ofg̃p/g̃a obtained from the fits were 6.56 2.4

for the USD interaction and 7.96 2.2 for the KUO interac-
tion, where the quoted errors include experimental but
theoretical uncertainties. Comparisons of the measured
calculated hyperfine dependences using the ‘‘best fit’’ valu
of g̃p/g̃a and g̃a are presented in Tables IV and V for th
USD and KUO interactions, respectively. Both calculatio
show generally good agreement with the data although
USD calculation does better than the KUO calculation in t
case of the weak 1702 and 2315 keV transitions.

The value ofg̃p/g̃a obtained from the USD interaction
fitted to the six hyperfine dependences is consistent with
two values ofg̃p/g̃p of 7.662.5

2.1 and< 7.6 extracted from the
individual 1017 and 1823 keV hyperfine dependences in
earlier work @26#. The values ofg̃p/g̃a obtained with the
KUO and USD calculations are mutually consistent a
agree with the predictions of PCAC and pion-pole dom
nance and the most recent analyses of them212C and
m216O OMC experiments. They do not indicate a lar
renormalization ofg̃p/g̃a in

23Na. An important point is that
the hyperfine dependence data determineg̃p/g̃a not g̃p . Mul-
tiplying the values ofg̃p/g̃a extracted from the hyperfine de
pendence data by the values ofg̃a extracted from the capture
rate data to obtaing̃p introduces additional uncertainties.

The Fujii-Primakoff approximation indicates that to th
extent that GT matrix elements dominate other matrix e
ments, the value ofg̃p/g̃a obtained from the hyperfine depen
dence data is nuclear model independent. Therefore it is
portant to ask, to what extent do the GT matrix eleme
dominate other nuclear matrix elements in the23Na →
23Ne hyperfine dependence data, and to what extent doe
value of g̃p/g̃a depend on the nuclear model? To answ
these questions we used the results of Secs. VI C and V
which indicated~i! the GT matrix elements are rather we
computed while thel 5 2 matrix elements are less we
computed by the nuclear model, and~ii ! the strong and in-
termediate 1017, 1823, 3432, and 3458 keV transitions
rather well predicted and weak 1702 and 2315 keV tran
tions less well predicted by the nuclear model.

In some23Na→ 23Ne transitions we found non-GT ma
trix elements play a small role inLS

1/LS
2 . For example, in

the case of directF1 capture to the 1823 keV state, 83%
the rate is due to the GT matrix element alone, 12% of
rate is due to interference terms involving the product of G
and non-GT matrix elements, and 4% is due to non-GT m
ing
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trix elements alone. However, in other23Na→ 23Ne transi-
tions non-GT matrix elements play a large role inLS

1/LS
2 .

For example, in the case of directF1 capture to the 1017
keV state, 26% of the rate is due to the GT matrix elemen
alone, 46% of the rate is due to interference terms involvin
the product of GT and non-GT matrix elements, and 27% i
due to non-GT matrix elements. Consequently, cancellatio
of the nuclear model uncertainties inLS

1/LS
2 , due to cancel-

lation of the GT matrix elements inLS
1/LS

2 , is not guaran-
teed. To gain insight into the relative role of the GT and
non-GT matrix elements in the extraction ofg̃p/g̃a from the
hyperfine dependence data, we arbitrarily scaled all non-G
matrix elements relative to GT matrix elements by a factor o
1.50 in the fits. With the scaled non-GT matrix elements w
obtainedg̃p/g̃a 5 26.6 6 2.3 compared tog̃p/g̃a 5 26.5
6 2.4 with the USD interaction andg̃p/g̃a 5 28.2 6 2.2
compared tog̃p/g̃a 5 27.96 2.2 with the KUO interaction.
For the USD interaction the ‘‘best fit’’ values ofLS8

1/LS8
2

for the 1017 keV transition changed from 0.14 to 0.17 an
for the 1823 keV transition changed from 0.20 to 0.18~the
KUO interaction showed similar changes!. These small dif-
ferences ing̃p/g̃a andLS8

1/LS8
2 suggest a mild overall de-

pendence on the non-GT matrix elements.
The comparisons of the measured and calculatedm2 cap-

ture rates suggested the weak 1702 and 2315 keV transitio
were problematic. Therefore we repeated the fit of the hype
fine dependence data tog̃p/g̃a omitting either the 1702 keV
transition or the 2315 keV transitions or both. In these fit
g̃p/g̃a changed by no more than 0.4 for the USD calculation
and 0.8 for the KUO calculation. The small changes in
g̃p/g̃a reflect, in part, the small influence of the 1702 and
2315 keV transitions on the fit due to the large uncertaintie
in their values ofYs

1/Ys
2 .

In conclusion, these tests suggest that the value ofg̃p/g̃a
extracted from the hyperfine dependence data is only mild
sensitive to the poorly known non-GT matrix elements an
the poorly predicted 1702 and 2315 keV transitions.

F. Undetected feeding of the23Ne states

A danger in the extraction of the effective couplingsg̃a
and g̃p/g̃a is undetected feeding of the six observed23Ne
states. Undetected feeding, viam2 capture to higher energy
23Ne states, would increase the apparent capture rate a
change the apparent hyperfine dependence, and thus ca
errors in the extracted values ofg̃a and g̃p/g̃a .

Feeding of the observed23Ne states from higher energy
23Ne bound states yieldsg rays in the energy range 0–4
MeV ~the neutron emission threshold is 5.193 MeV in
23Ne!. In both Ge1 and Ge2, excluding theg rays from the
1017–3458 keV23Ne states, we observed no other23Ne g
rays and no unidentifiedg rays. We obtained, for known
decays to the 1017–345823Ne states@49#, the following ap-
proximate limits on feeding: 3836→1017 was, 5%, 3836
→1823 was, 5%, 3988→2315 was, 15%, and 3836
→1702 was, 30%. The poorer limits on feeding to the
1702 and 2315 keV states compared to the 1017 and 18
keV reflects the lower yields of the former compared to the
latter. These data established that undetected feeding due
any individualg ray was small but not that undetected feed
ing due to severalg rays was small.
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TABLE VIII. Calculated values of the polarizationa1 and alignmenta2 of the
23Ne recoil following

muon capture on23Na from theF1 andF2 hyperfine states. The values ofa1 anda2 are calculated using the
1s-0d shell model and the USD empirical effective interaction. They are calculated using~i! all nuclear
matrix elements~denoted ‘‘all’’! and ~ii ! only GT nuclear matrix elements~denoted ‘‘GT’’!.

Ef ~keV! Jf
p a1

1 a2
1 a1

2 a2
2 a1

1 a2
1 a1

2 a2
2

~all! ~all! ~all! ~all! ~GT! ~GT! ~GT! ~GT!

1017 1/21 0.279 0.000 20.002 0.000 20.200 0.000 20.440 0.000
1702 7/21 0.707 20.181 0.218 20.981
1823 3/21 20.270 0.030 20.039 -0.969 0.129 20.178 0.574 20.258
2315 5/21 0.952 0.098 0.546 20.510 0.889 0.239 0.410 20.748
3432 3/21 0.035 20.189 0.169 20.704 0.121 20.176 0.550 20.254
3458 1/21 20.158 0.000 20.031 0.000 20.200 0.000 20.437 0.000
-
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To address the possibility of a number of individuall
insignificantg-ray feedings leading to a collectively signifi-
cantg-ray feeding we measured the mean number of coin
dentg rays for each of the nine observed23Ne g rays. This
quantity was determined by measuring the ratio of th
g-rays counts in the Ge1 singles and Ge1•CS2 coincidence
spectra normalized to the ratio of the 1.33 MeV60Co
g-ray’s counts in the Ge1 singles and Ge1•CS2 coincidence
spectra. We assumed no energy dependence for the CS2
ton acceptance and no directional correlation for the coin
dent g rays ~the method is primitive!. We found the mean
number of coincidentg rays for each of the observed23Ne
g rays was consistent with theg-ray yield measurements of
Table I. For the 1017 keV transition, the coincidence me
surements gave 0.5660.03 coincidentg rays per 1017 keV
g ray while the yield measurements predicted 0.5560.17,
and for the 1823 keV transition, the coincidence measu
ments gave 0.5660.06 coincidentg rays per 1823 keVg ray
while the yield measurements predicted 0.6360.16. Unfor-
tunately, for the 1702 and 2315 keV transitions, where t
measured yields are larger than the calculated yields, p
statistics prevented a useful comparison of the coinciden
measurements and yield measurements. We cannot rule
feeding as the source of the difference in the calculated a
measured yields for the 1702 and 2315 keV transitions.

Lastly, indirect evidence for the weakness of undetect
feeding came from the23Na(m2,n) 23Ne shell model calcu-
lations and the 23Na(n,p) 23Ne experiment. Both the
(m2,n) calculations and the (n,p) experiment indicated 70–
80% of the (m,n) or (n,p) strength to bound23Ne states was
to the six observed23Ne states.

G. Recoil orientation in muon capture on 23Na

Our tests of the relative role of GT and non-GT matri
elements in the extraction ofg̃p/g̃a were somewhat crude.
Here we suggest that measurements of the23Ne orientation
in the 23Na(m2,n) 23Ne reaction would provide a more de
finitive test of the relative roles of the GT and non-GT term
and the model dependence of the extracted values ofg̃a and
g̃p/g̃a .
Equations for the polarizationa1 and alignmenta2 of the

recoil nucleus along the recoil direction have been publish
by several authors including Ciechanowicz and Oziewi
@53#. We have calculateda1 and a2 for the six 23Na →
23Ne transitions using Eq.~3.9! of Ref. @53#, the formulas of
y
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Donnelly and Haxton for theLJ , MJ , T Jel , and T Jmag
SPME’s, and the 1s-0d shell model with USD interaction
for the OBTD’s. We used values of the weak coupling con
stants ofgv 5 1, gm 5 3.706,g̃a 5 21.01, andg̃p 5 6.5
g̃a ~i.e., the ‘‘best fit’’ values ofg̃a and g̃p/g̃a). The calcu-
lations were done using~i! all nuclear matrix elements, and
~ii ! only GT nuclear matrix elements.

Table VIII lists the resulting values ofa1 anda2 for the
six 23Na→ 23Ne transitions. It indicatesa1 anda2 can be
very sensitive to non-GT matrix elements. For example, th
alignmenta2 in F2 capture to the 1823 keV23Ne state is
20.97 using all matrix elements and20.26 using only GT
matrix elements, and the polarizationa1 in F2 capture to the
1017 keV 23Ne state is 0.00 using all matrix elements an
20.44 using only GT matrix elements. Measurements of e
ther the recoil alignment or recoil polarization in
23Na(m2,n) 23Ne* would therefore be very valuable in ex-
amining the non-GT matrix elements and the nuclear mod
dependence of the values ofg̃a andg̃p/g̃a extracted from the
capture rate and hyperfine dependence data.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, we have measured the capture rates and
perfine dependences corresponding to 22g rays and 17 states
produced in muon capture on23Na to various isotopes of Ne
and F. The data include transitions to six low-lying states i
23Ne: two 1/21 states at 1017 and 3458 keV, two 3/21

states at 1823 and 3432 keV, one 5/21 state at 2315 keV and
one 7/21 state at 1702 keV. Using the 1s-0d shell model
and the USD empirical effective interaction and KUO real
istic effective interaction we have extracted ‘‘best fit’’ values
of g̃a and g̃p/g̃a from these data.

The resulting values ofg̃a obtained from fits to the cap-
ture rates are21.01 6 0.07 for the USD interaction and
21.34 6 0.08 for the KUO interaction. The value ofg̃a
extracted from them2 capture data with the USD interaction
is consistent with the values ofg̃a extracted fromb1/b2

decay and (p,n)/(n,p) charge exchange data also using th
USD interaction. This builds confidence in the model’s ap
plication tom223Na. The difference between the KUO and
USD values ofg̃a was traced to systematically larger GT
matrix elements in the KUO calculation than the USD ca
culation. The two calculations agreed with the measure
m2 capture rates for the strong and intermediate 1017, 182
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3432, and 3458 keV transitions but the calculated rates w
smaller than the measured rates for the weak 1702 and 2
keV states. This disparity was traced to the dominance of
GT matrix elements in the 1017, 1823, 3432, and 3458 k
capture rates but little or no contribution of the GT mat
elements in the 1702 and 2315 keV capture rates.

The ‘‘best fit’’ values of g̃p/g̃a obtained from fits to the
hyperfine dependence data are 6.56 2.4 using the USD
interaction and 7.96 2.2 using the KUO interaction. Thes
values are in mutual agreement and are consistent with
predictions of PCAC and pion-pole dominance and ear
ordinary muon capture experiments on12C yielding g̃p/g̃a
5 8.56 1.9 or 9.76 1.7 @13# and 16O yielding g̃p/g̃a 7–9
@64#. Our results do not indicate a large renormalization
g̃p/g̃a in

23Na ~a possible explanation of the nuclear RM
data!. However, as discussed by Kirchbach and Riska@65#,
since OMC probesg̃p at spacelike four-momentum transf
while RMC probesg̃p at mainly timelike four-momentum
transfer, a small renormalization ofg̃p in OMC but a large
renormalization ofg̃p in RMC cannot be excluded. Compar
son of the measured and calculated hyperfine depende
show generally good agreement between the models and
data, although the USD interaction did a better job than
KUO interaction for the weak 1702 and 2315 keV tran
ere
315
the
V
x

the
ier

of

r

-
ces
the
he
i-

tions. Lastly, studies of the role of the rather well-known G
matrix elements and the less well known non-GT matrix e
ements in extractingg̃p/g̃a from the hyperfine dependence
data suggest the results are only mildly nuclear model depe
dent.

Concerning future work, on the experimental side a dete
mination of the recoil alignment or recoil polarization in
muon capture on23Na would be valuable in further testing
the nuclear models used to extractg̃a and g̃p/g̃a from the
capture rate and hyperfine dependence data, while on
theoretical side an investigation of Wood-Saxon wave fun
tions and Hartree-Fock wave functions rather than harmon
oscillator wave functions, and an examination of the assum
tion of a constant muon wave function over the nuclear vo
ume, would be valuable.
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